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Project Overview: 
Seeking proposals for a mural located in LoDo to highlight the past, present, 
and future legacies of the Chinese community in Denver, and more broadly 
in Colorado, with a particular focus on the history of Denver’s Historic 
Chinatown. Coloradan and Asian American artists are highly encouraged to 
apply. 

This project is organized by Colorado Asian Pacific United (CAPU) in 
collaboration with Denver Arts and Venues and Andrew Mellon Foundation. 
CAPU is a coalition of Asian and Pacific Islander American leaders, creatives, 
and allies seeking to contribute to an inclusive Colorado that recognizes our 
history, and celebrates the past, current, and future diversity of the state.

Location: 
Multiple locations are being considered in the Lower Downtown area 
surrounding Denver’s Historic Chinatown. CAPU will work with the artist and 
property owners to select the most impactful final location. 

Compensation:
Selected muralists will be compensated at the rate of $40/ square foot (not 
to exceed $15,000). Square footage will be dependent on final wall selection. 
CAPU thanks the Andrew Mellon Foundation for their generous support of 
this project. 

Project Timeline:
June, 2022 - Artist applications open
July, 2022 - Submission deadline
August, 2022 - Submission reviews
August, 2022 - Selection of artist
September, 2022 - Mural work begins
October 31st, 2022 - Mural Reveal
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Background: 
In the mid-1800s, around the time the city of Denver was founded on 
Cheyenne, Arapahoe, and Ute lands, there was a fairly large community of 
Chinese settlers that made Denver their home. Many had labored on the 
Trans Continental Railroad and upon its completion ended up making a home 
in the West, becoming successful entrepreneurs, launderers, and tailors.

Relations between Caucasian and Chinese settlers at the time proved 
turbulent. Anti-Asian tension ultimately boiled over when an altercation 
broke out on October 31st, 1880, which escalated to what we know to be 
the first race riot ever instigated in Denver, culminating in the murder of a 
man named Look Young. Following the riot came a series of racially charged 
mistreatments and the once vibrant Chinese community that thrived in the 
area of what is now known as the Lodo District, was forcibly ousted from city 
limits never to return. 

Since that time, Chinese Americans have continued to build community in 
Colorado alongside Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai, Filipino, and other Asian/
Pacific Islander populations. Although the historic Chinatown is gone, leaving 
behind only a heavily biased and inaccurately positioned plaque on the corner 
of 20th and Blake, the legacies remain. The recent rise in anti-Asian violence 
is another reminder why this history must be honored. 

We want to strengthen the Asian American voice and choice in Denver, but 
we also want to ensure that we are true to the promise of inclusivity by 
sharing this history and potential projects with others who may not identify 
as Asian American. We have an incredible opportunity to make Denver even 
more culturally and historically rich if we unify together as a collective to build 
on this project.

Project Goals: 
RECLAIM the history of Denver’s Chinatown

RE-ENVISION the Asian American journey and narrative in Colorado

CREATE a vibrant and lively design, celebrating our diverse community 

INSPIRE action by increasing visibility and engaging community
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Additional Considerations: 
• Mural to show a depiction or interpretation of the vibrancy of Denver’s 

Historic Chinatown and its legacy. 
• Substrate will most likely be brick, including painted and/or stuccoed 

brick. Exact substrate composition and preparation subject to change 
based on final location selection. 

• Artists may apply as individuals or as teams. 
• This is a local culturally specific story, accordingly Coloradan and Asian 

American artists will be considered before other applicants. 
• Any artwork extending into the sidewalk area must allow for wheelchair 

accessibility per governing regulations and not impair any access, 
overhead lighting or other structural or accessibility requirements. 

• Artists will retain the ownership of design ideas submitted with the 
application until a selection has been made and a contract signed. At 
the time a contract is awarded, the ownership of the design and artwork 
produced will become the property of the City (or Colorado Asian Pacific 
United).

•   Artwork longevity of murals must display for at least five years and any 
maintenance program must incorporate a schedule of costs and timeline 
for maintenance.

If you are an artist with a vision, idea, or work that you believe would be ideal in 
sharing our Asian American story, we would love to hear from you. Read on for 
application details. 
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APPLICATION: 
Artist Proposal Application:
• Resume
Please provide in digital format:
• Imagery / rendering showing the concept of the mural
 Note proposed medium and materials to be used
• Description / narrative of the mural (300 words max) including:
 How the mural connects to the project and the issues being  
 addressed 
 What you hope to evoke with the imagery
 How you hope the mural will engage the public
• Proposed budget for supplies
• Description of the longevity / maintenance approach to the project (max 

300 words) considering for example:
 Methods of surface preparation, primer applications, varnish or other 
  material to secure the longevity of the mural.
 Any maintenance program that may include applications of anti-
 graffiti / anti-ultraviolet coating, inspections, surface cleanings, 
 additional coats of protective paint. 
• Imagery of any relevant previous work
• Due by July 8 2022, please submit proposals to:

 contact@coloradoasianpacificunited.org 

Decision process:
• Finalists will be notified on August 1st 2022
• Additional communication with finalists (if necessary) will take place week 

of August 8th 2022
• Selected Artist (or Artist Team) will be announced August 15th 2022


